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ABSTRACT

Video key frame extraction has long been a research task of funda-

mental importance in a variety of applications, such as online movie

preview, content summarization, and video information retrieval.

Although the related techniques have been largely investigated in

the research community, current approaches of key frame extrac-

tion mainly base themselves on image-only features, and fall into

the non-personalized manners without the consideration of per-

user interests. However, in a real-world scenario, different users

may cast different interests on the style or content of video images,

and thus they may be a�racted by different key frames even for

the same video, which makes key frame extraction an inherently

personalized process.

In this paper, to bridge the above gap, we propose and investigate

personalized key frame recommendation. To do so, we design a

novel collaborative neural recommender to model key frame images

as well as time-synchronized comments simultaneously. By user

personalization based on her/his previously reviewed frames and

the posted comments, we are able to profile different user interests

in a unified multi-modal space, and can thus provide key frames

in a personalized manner, which, to the best of our knowledge,

is the first time in the research field of video content analysis.

Experimental results show that our method performs be�er than

its competitors on various measures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Videos have been an important information source ever since their

existence in many online applications, such as video sharing web-

sites, digital video broadcast, etc. However, the management of

such unstructured data is very challenging due to its huge volume

and high complication. To operate the video data more efficiently,

key frame extraction methods [7, 16, 49, 52] are proposed to capture

the major elements in a video in terms of content. With the help

of the extracted key frames, web users can readily understand the

general style or the content of a movie even without watching the

whole video [31, 37].

Despite the many encouraging and emerging improvements in

the field of key frame extraction, existing methods only focus on

how to precisely extract the key frames to summarize the video, but

fail to further distinguish key frames’ a�ractiveness for different

users. However, in practice, people may have diverse personality

and individual likes or dislikes, and thus they may be drawn by

various key frames even for the same video. Without the tailored

key frames, people are likely to miss their favorite videos due to

the misleading non-personalized key frames. �erefore, in real

applications, an important question should be whether it is possible

to design an effective model to select and recommend personalized

key frames according to users’ different tastes.

In real scenarios, the main challenge to answer the above ques-

tion is the lack of users’ personalized interaction information that

reveals their “frame”-level viewing preferences. Fortunately, the

emerging of video sharing websites such as Niconico1, BiliBili2,

and AcFun3 sheds light on this problem, where users are allowed

to express opinions directly to the frames of interest by time-

synchronized comments (or TSCs, first introduced in [41], see

Figure 1) in a real-time manner.

Intuitively, the user behaviors of commenting on a frame can be

regarded as implicit feedback reflecting the frame-level preference,

while the image features of the reviewed frame and the text features

in the posted time-synchronized comment can further help tomodel

the user specific (or finer-grained) preference from different perspec-

tives. For example in Figure 1, user A expresses her preference

on a frame with time-sync comment “… I like his overcoat, it looks

cool and also must be very comfortable with good quality”. From the

content of the time-sync comment we can understand the particular

aspects that a�ract the user’s a�ention, such as, clothing quality

and comfort level, while the frame image can further acquaints us

with the visual features that she is interested in, such as clothing

style, texture, etc, which are usually difficult to be described with

1h�p://www.nicovideo.jp
2h�p://www.bilibili.com
3h�p://www.acfun.com
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text. As a result, we believe heterogenous information sources like

text and image can be complementary with each other in terms of

user profiling, and may help to promote personalized key frame

recommendation when being integrated in proper manners. By

leveraging all the historical implicit feedback as well as the features

(image and text) of users’ interest, we can collaboratively match a

target customer with her potentially favorite frames.

Based on the above motivation and intuition, we describe and an-

alyze a Collaborative Neural Recommender in this paper to make

personalized key frame recommendation by modeling the Textual

features collected from user time-sync comments and theVisual fea-

tures extracted from frame images simultaneously (calledCNRTV).

�e main building block of our proposed method is to integrate the

power of model-based collaborative filetering and long-short term

memory network. �e carefully designed collaborative filtering

component aims to capture personalized user preferences based

on image features, while the modified long-short term memory

network component aims to model user time-sync comments to

excavate her personalized opinions toward different frames. Fur-

thermore, by integrating these two components, we build a unified

framework that can encode user preference in a multimodal space

so as to facilitate comprehensive user profiling and accurate key

frame recommendation.

Compared with previous work, the main contributions of our

paper are as follows:

• We propose personalized key frame recommendation, and

to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to in-

vestigate key frame extraction in a personalized manner.

• To solve the above novel problem, we present a novel hy-

brid neural architecture to model user time-sync comments

and frame image features simultaneously.

• We perform extensive experiments to verify the superiority

of our proposed model for the task of personalized key

frame recommendation.

In the rest of the paper, we first introduce the related work in

section 2, and then formally define our problem in section 3. Our

framework is illustrated in section 4. In section 5, we verify the ef-

fectiveness of our methods with experimental results. Conclusions

and outlooks of this work are presented in section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Time-sync Comments

Time-Synchronized Comment (TSC) is first introduced in [41] for

automatic video shot tagging. In this work, the authors propose

a novel method to extract time-sync video tags by automatically

exploiting crowdsourcing comments. [44] further leverages TSC to

extract highlight shots for a video with a frequency-based method.

However, the extracted highlight shots are static and could not

provide tailed key frames for different users, which is the inherent

difference from the personalized key frame recommendation task

targeted in our work.

2.2 Key Frame Extraction

Key frame extraction, or called video summarization, has a�racted

much research interest and many works have been proposed in the

Figure 1: A simple example of TSC. Different users may

express real-time opinions directly upon their interested

frames. �e comments aremanually translated into English

by the authors.

past. As aforementioned, most of existing works are based on image

processing and computer vision techniques. Early works [10, 22]

extract visual features of frames and cluster frames accordingly. To

improve the performance, other side information beyond visual

features is considered in recent work, including the viewer a�en-

tion [24, 46, 47], audio signal [17], subtitles [21], etc. Moreover,

semantic information has also been exploited to summarize videos,

including special events [39, 40], key people and objects [18, 20],

and storylines [19]. However, the methods above neither consider

the problem of personalized key frame recommendation nor take

advantage of the time-sync comments in their algorithmic frame-

works.

2.3 Review-based Recommendation

Incorporating user reviews into traditional recommendation algo-

rithms has a�racted much research interest and many models have

been proposed in the past [2, 3, 6, 8, 13, 23, 25, 33, 36, 42, 43, 50, 51].

According to the method that textual reviews are processed, these

models can be generally classified into two categories.

On one hand, somemethods leverage the review text on document-

or review-level, which take every piece of user review as a whole

for global analysis. Specifically, [25, 36] link the latent factors in

rating data with the topics in the textual review to generate more

accurate recommendations, and [6, 43] propose to leverage proba-

bilistic graphical method to include more flexible prior knowledge

for review modeling. To be�er capture the local semantic informa-

tion in user reviews, [50] combines traditional matrix factorization

technology with word2vec [29] for more precise review modeling

and recommendation.

On the other hand, some approaches try to leverage textual re-

views on a feature- or aspect-level, which extract product features

and user sentiments from user reviews, and then represent the un-

structured free-text reviews as structured feature-opinion pairs to

facilitate finer-grained user preference modeling. Particularly, [51]

uses multi-matrix factorization to generate explainable recommen-

dations based on the extracted product features. [3] further captures

user interested product features in a learning to rank manner.

Our model partly falls into the first category, however, compared

with the aforementioned methods, we can capture word sequential

orders mirrored in time-sync comments, which has been ignored

in previous works.
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Table 2: Notations and descriptions.

Notations Descriptions

u �e set of N users {u1, u2, ..., uN }.

v �e set of M movies {v1, v2, ..., vM }.

svi �e set of K shots {s
vi
1 , s

vi
2 , ...s

vi
K
} for

movie vi .

f , f
vi
j , F An arbitrary key frame,the key frame of

shot s
vi
j and the set of all key frames.

d
imaдe

f
, D �e preprocessed visual feature of frame

f , the set of all visual features.

w
cuf

,W �e word list {w
cuf
0 , w

cuf
1 , ...w

cuf

luf −1
}

in u′s time-sync comment on key frame

f , the set of all time-sync comments.

pu , qf Latent factors of user u and frame f .

O+, O− �e set of positive, sampled negative feed-

back.

Kneд Number of negative instances.

Nword Size of the word vocabulary.

ht �e hidden state in LSTM at iteration t

L �e number of non-linear layers.

epr e0, epr e1, ...epr eL Preference embeddings.

W imaдe
,W i

, wout put Weighting matrix that maps d
imaдe

f
into

a K dimensional vector, the coefficient

matrix used to weight epr ei−1 , a vector

that maps epr eL into a scalar.

дmerдe
, дloдist ic , дLSTM �e merge function, logistic function,

LSTM network.

ŷ
imaдe

uf
, ŷTSC

uf
, ŷ

inteдrated

uf
Predicted u′s likeness to f when using

image/TSC/integrated information.

For the clarity and integrality, we first re-describe the widely

used matrix factorization (MF) model as a neural network. For-

mally, let pu and qf represent the latent factors of user u and item

f , then the likeness (or score) of u to f is usually predicted as

ŷuf = pTuqf . In the context of neural network (see Figure 3), the

user/item ids with one-hot format can be seen as inputs feeding into

the architecture, then the embedding layer projects these sparse

representations into denser vectors, which can be regarded as the

latent factors in matrix factorization models. At last, the final result

ŷuf is computed as the vector inner product between pu and qf .

4.1 Image Feature Modeling

To capture user preference from frame images, we fuse the visual

features into the above framework. Specifically, our principled

design is shown in Figure 4.

It is well known to all that convolutional neural network (CNN)

is a powerful tool to process images. However, to make our model

more scalable and practically available, similar to [12], rather than

re-training the whole convolutional neural network, we chose to

use a pre-trained Caffe deep learning framework [15] to generate

visual features from raw images, which would greatly speed up

our optimization process. Our particular choice of CNN is the

Caffe reference model with 5 convolutional layers followed by 3

fully-connected layers that has been pre-trained on 1.2 million

ImageNet (ILSVRC2010) images. For frame f , we use the output of

FC7, namely, the second fully-connected layer, as the final visual

feature d
imaдe

f
, which is a feature vector of length 4096.

Suppose the dimension of user/frame latent factors (embedding)

is K , and again, let pu and qf be the latent factors of user u and

frame f respectively. Intuitively, image features should serve as an

important role for reflecting frame characters. When it comes to our

model,we should let d
imaдe

f
directly influence the final embedding

of frame f . We first project d
imaдe

f
into a K dimensional vector

(denoted as the purple vectors in the figure) for space unifying. And

then we explicitly merge this derived vector with the original frame

latent factors qf to generate f ′s final embedding (blue vector).

Lastly, the user latent factors together with the newly generated

embedding are fed into the inner product layer to compute the final

prediction.

Let W imaдe ∈ RK×4096 be the weighting matrix that maps

d
imaдe

f
into a K dimensional vector, then the likeness of user u to

frame f , ŷ
imaдe

uf
∈ [0, 1], can finally be predicted by:

ŷ
imaдe

uf
= дloдist ic

(

pu · д
merдe (qf ,W

imaдed
imaдe

f
)
)

. (1)

where дloдist ic (x ) = 1
1+e−x is the logistic function, “·” is the inner

product, дmerдe : RK × RK → RK is a function that merges two K

dimension vectors into one. �e particular choice of дmerдe in our

model is a simple element-wise multiplication, i.e.,

дmerдe
(

(a1,a2, ...aK ), (b1,b2, ...bK )
)

= (a1b1,a2b2, ...aKbK ) (2)

however, it is not necessarily restricted to this function and many

choices can be used in practice according to the specific application

scenario.

In our framework, we use the binary cross-entropy as our loss

function to model the implicit feedback, whose superiority has

been explored and demonstrated in [45]; based on this, our final

objective function to be maximized is:

L1 = loд
∏

(u,f )

(ŷ
imaдe

uf
)yuf (1 − ŷ

imaдe

uf
)
(1−yuf )

= loд
∏

(u,f )∈O+

ŷ
imaдe

uf

∏

(u,f )∈O−

(1 − ŷ
imaдe

uf
).

=

∑

(u,f )∈O+

loд ŷ
imaдe

uf
+

∑

(u,f )∈O−

loд (1 − ŷ
imaдe

uf
).

(3)

where yuf is the ground truth that would be 1 if u has commented

on f , and 0 otherwise. O+ is the set of positive feedbacks, which is

O+ : {(u, f ) |u has commented on f }, whileO− is the set of sampled

negative feedback, namely, O− ⊆ {(u, f ) |u did not comment on f }.

In the training phase, for a user u and one of her interacted

key frame f , we uniformly sample Kneд negative instances in the

same video where f lies in, and the parameters can be learned via

stochastic gradient descent (SGD).

4.2 Text Feature Modeling

Existing review-based recommendation methods mostly consider

the words in a comment as independent elements, and they usu-

ally ignore the word sequential information – which is yet very

important for understanding the semantic of a comment. In Figure
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Figure 4: �e framework of image feature modeling. �e

preprocessed image feature is merged with frame latent fac-

tors to derive a new embedding, which is thenmultiplied by

the user latent factors to generate the prediction.

1 for example, user D wrote the review “A tall man and a short

woman”, where if we leave out the consideration of word sequential

information, it would be computationally identical to “A tall woman

and a short man”, which obviously expresses a completely opposite

meaning.

To capture the word sequential information, we make use of

the long short term memory (LSTM) [14] network, which has been

successfully applied to a number of sequencemodeling tasks such as

machine translation [1], image caption [38], and video classification

[48].

Intuitively, the content of a time-sync comment on a frame is

influenced by both the user preference and the frame itself. When

it comes to our model, as a result, the word generation process in

LSTM should be influenced by both the user and the frame latent

factors. So in our framework shown in Figure 5, we first merge

the user and frame latent factors into a preference embedding, and

then feed this embedding as the “Zero State” to initialize the LSTM

network, which further generates the time-sync comment word by

word.

An alternative strategy to fuse the preference embeddings into

LSTM is to feed it as an extra input to LSTM at each step. However,

we have empirically verified that this approach leads to unfavored

performance for the task of personalized key frame recommenda-

tion, which is in line with the findings in [38].

Formally, suppose the time-sync comment of user u on frame

f is cuf with words wcuf = {w
cuf
0 ,w

cuf
1 , ...w

cuf
luf −1

}, where luf is

the length of the comment, and the size of the word vocabulary is

defined as Nword . We formalize our architecture into an encoder-

decoder framework similar to [4, 35].

More specifically, the user embedding and the frame embedding

are first encoded into a joint preference embedding by epr e0 =

pu ⊙ qf , where ⊙ is element-wise multiplication. �en, given

epr e0 and all the previously predicted words, the decoder predicts

each word at iteration step t by a conditional distribution:

p (w
cuf
t |epr e0 ,w

cuf
0:t−1) = д

s (ht ,w
cuf
t−1 ,e

pr e0 ) (4)

ht = д
LSTM (ht−1,w

cuf
t−1 ,e

pr e0 ) (5)

Figure 5: �e framework of text feature modeling. �e pref-

erence embedding epr e0 is severed as the “Zero State” of a

LSTM network, which is further used for generating time-

sync comment. �e likeness of user u to frame f can be sim-

ply predicted by conducting logistic function on the inner

product between pu and qf .

where дs is an Nword -way so�max, ht is the hidden state in LSTM

at iteration t ,w
cuf
0:t−1 = {w

cuf
t−1 ,w

cuf
t−2 , ...w

cuf
0 } is the set of all previ-

ous words before iteration t , дLSTM is the long short term memory

(LSTM) net. At last, by simultaneously predicting users’ likeness

and time-sync comments, our final objective function to be maxi-

mized is:

L2 =
∑

(u,f )∈O+
⋃

O−

luf −1
∑

t=1

loд p (w
cuf
t |epr e0 ,w

cuf
0:t−1)

+

∑

(u,f )∈O+

loд ŷTSC
uf
+

∑

(u,f )∈O−

loд (1 − ŷTSC
uf

)

(6)

where ŷTSC
uf

= дloдist ic (pu · qf ) is the prediction of u’s likeness

on f . In the training phase, the length of comment in a negative

instance is set as 0 to represent that there is actually no comment,

and all the parameters can also be learned by conducting stochastic

gradient descent (SGD).

4.3 Integration of the Image and Text Features

As discussed before, image and text features can uncover user pref-

erence from different aspects, and they may complementarily help

each other to boost the performance of personalized key frame

recommendation. In this subsection, we propose to jointly model

frame image and time-sync comment in a unified framework. In-

tuitively, we may directly combine the above two models for user

preference learning, which is shown in Figure 6(a).

However, as image and text features come from quite different

and heterogenous information sources, the linear element-wise

multiplication layer (see Figure 6(a)) can be extremely biased when

directly adapting very different information. To overcome this

weakness, we stack several fully connected layers on top of element-

wise multiplication layer to capture the non-linear relationship

among different features.

Formally, suppose the output of the element-wise multiplication

layer is: epr e0 , and there are totally L non-linear layers. �en the

output of each non-linear layer and the final output can be derived
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(a) A straightforward model (b) �e final framework

Figure 6: (a) Amodel that directly combines themethods proposed in section 4.1 and 4.2. �e output of the linear element-wise

multiplication layer is directly used to initialize LSTM and generate ŷ
inteдrated

uf
. (b) Our final framework. L fully connected

layers are introduced to capture the non-linear relationship between image and text features. Either the output of linear

element-wisemultiplication layer or the results from a non-linear layer can be used to initialize LSTM. ŷ
inteдrated

uf
is generated

from the last non-linear layer.

as:

epr e0 = pu ⊙ д
merдe (qf ,W

imaдed
imaдe

f
) (7)

epr ei = дnl (W i · epr ei−1 ) i ∈ {1, 2, ...L} (8)

ŷ
inteдrated

uf
= дloдist ic (wout put · epr eL ) (9)

where дnl is the active function, where we select Rectifier (ReLU)

in our model because (1) it is practically more reasonable from a

biological perspective [9], and (2) it can usually prevent deepmodels

from overfi�ing. epr ei is the output of the i-th non-linear layer,

W i is the coefficient matrix used to weight epr ei−1 , andwout put

is a vector that maps epr eL into a scalar so as to conduct logistic.

⊙, дmerдe ,W imaдe and d
imaдe

f
are the same as defined in section

4.1.

For now, we have described the key components (image model-

ing, text modeling and the L non-linear layers) of our final frame-

work, and we further fuse them together (see Figure 6(b)). Careful

readers might have found that, besides the output of element-wise

multiplication layer epr e0 , each of {epr e1 ,epr e2 , ...epr eL } can also

be used to initialize the LSTM network, and our following exper-

iments have also verified that different LSTM “Zero States” can

indeed lead to different performances. Suppose, we use epr einit as

the “Zero State” of LSTM, where init ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...L} is a pre-defined

constant. Our final framework can be learned by maximizing the

following objective function:

L3 = α
∑

(u,f )∈O+
⋃

O−

luf −1
∑

t=1

loд p
(

w
cuf
t |epr einit ,w

cuf
0:t−1}

)

+

(1 − α )
*.
,

∑

(u,f )∈O+

loд ŷ
inteдrated

uf
+

∑

(u,f )∈O−

loд

(

1 − ŷ
inteдrated

uf

)+/
-

(10)

where α is a weighting parameter that balances the effects of dif-

ferent optimization objects. Once the model has been learned, for

a user u and a key frame f with visual feature d
imaдe

f
, we can

readily predict the likeness score of u to f by equation 9, according

to which we can further recommend u with the key frames that the

user is most likely interested in.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate our proposed models by focusing on

the following three key research questions:

RQ 1: What is the performance of our final framework for the task

of personalized key frame recommendation?

RQ 2: What are the effects of different kinds of information for

personalized key frame recommendation?

RQ 3: Can the stacked non-linear layers promote the performance

of personalized key frame recommendation?

We begin by introducing the experimental setup, and then re-

port and analyze the experimental results to answer these research

questions.
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5.1 Experimental Setup

Dataset preprocess. �e raw comments are first pre-processed

for word segmentation and stop-word filtering by an open-source

natural language processing toolbox Jieba5. A�er that, we conduct

finer-grained processing of the time-sync comments on two as-

pects: on one hand, we remove the reviews at the beginning of the

movies that are generally not relevant to the movie content, and on

the other hand, we map the slangs that express the same meaning

(e.g., 2333…, namely, several 3’s following a 2, which means “hap-

piness” in online language environment) into a unified word (e.g.,

wonderful6) for more accurate modeling.

In our crawled dataset, the time stamp is recorded when a user

sent an edited comment, however, the actually favoured frame is

at the moment he/she began to type the comment, rather than the

time when the comment was posted out. As a result, we revise

the time stamp by subtracting the time of typing according to the

length of the comment and a person’s general typewriting speed

(approximately 40 words/minute). We pre-segment each movie as

1000 shots, and use the first frame the key frame of a shot. Because

the frames in a shot are always very similar that focus on the same

scene, all the commenting behaviors in a shot are seen as reviewing

on its key frame, and we do not deliberately distinguish a shot from

its key frame in the rest of the paper. To avoid “cold-start” problem

and be�er examine our models’ collaborative filtering capability,

we remove those users with less than 100 time-sync comments, and

finally sample a smaller dataset7 containing 40 users’ 29173 reviews

on 11000 key frames.

Baselines. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our models, we

adopt the following methods as baselines for performance compar-

ison:

• MostPopular: �is is a non-personalized static method

utilizing user reviews, where for each user it just selects

the most popularly commented key frames as the final

results.

• PMF:�e Probabilistic Matrix Factorization method pro-

posed in [30], which is a frequently used stat-of-the-art

approach for rating-based optimization and prediction. We

set score of user u to key frame f as 1, if u commented on

f , and 0 otherwise.

• BPR: �is is a well known ranking-based method [34]

for user implicit feedback modeling. Preference pairs are

constructed between the commented key frames and the

uncommented ones. In our experiments, we randomly sam-

ple one negative instance for each positive feedback.

• HFT: �is is a stat-of-the-art method in terms of recom-

mendation based on textual reviews [26]. To construct

the (implicit) rating matrix, we set the rating of a user’s

commented key frame as 1, and 0 otherwise.

5h�ps://github.com/fxsjy/jieba/tree/jieba3k
6Manually translated into English by the authors
7We will make the whole as well as the sampled dataset publicly available to the
research community.

• VBPR: �is is a stat-of-the-art visual-based recommenda-

tion method [12]. Similar to [12], the image features are

pre-generated from the original key frame pictures using

the Caffe deep learning framework [15].

• CNRV: �is is a collaborative neural recommender based

only on visual features (CNRV), which is proposed in sec-

tion 4.1 with L1 as its objective function.

• CNRT: �is is a collaborative neural recommender based

only on textual features (CNRT), which is proposed in sec-

tion 4.2 with L2 as its objective function.

Evaluationmethod. Weassume that users’ commented key frames

are those that a�racted them, so the empirical experiments are con-

ducted by comparing the predicted key frames with the actually

commented key frames of the corresponding users, and 30% of each

user’s commented key frames are selected as the test dataset, while

the others are used for training. We adapt F1-score and normalized

discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) to evaluate the performance

of the baselines and our proposed models.

Parameter settings. Ourmodels are implemented based on Tensor-

Flow8. �e hyper-parameters in our frameworks are tuned by con-

ducting 5-fold cross validation, while the model parameters are

first randomly initialized according to a uniform distribution in

the range of (0, 1), and then updated by conducting stochastic gra-

dient descent (SGD). �e learning rate of SGD is determined by

grid searching in the range of {1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}. We set

the number of non-linear layers as 3, and to learn more abstractive

features, the dimensions are empirically set as {40, 20, 10} to form

a tower structure [11]. �e word embedding size in LSTM is fixed

as 256, which is a common se�ing in the field of natural language

processing. We evaluate different number of frame/user latent fac-

tors K in the range of {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300}. �e number of

negative samples Kneд is empirically set as 5, while the weighting

parameter α is set as 0.5 to let different optimization parts equally

contribute to the final results. For be�er performance, we leverage

grid search technology to determine the batch size in the range of

{64, 128, 256, 512, 1024}. When implementing the baselines, 5-fold

cross validation and grid search technology are used to determine

the parameters. Our experiments are conducted by predicting Top-

5,10, and 20 favorite key frames respectively. All the models are

repeated for 10 times, and we report both the average as well as

the bound values for clear illustration.

5.2 Performance of Our Models (RQ1)

Different models (exceptMostPopular) may reach their best per-

formance at different number of latent factors. For each baseline, we

first implement it by se�ing the dimension as 25,50,100,150,200,250

and 300 respectively, and then we report the best result. From Table

3, we can see: CNRTV achieves the best performance on both F1
and NDCG when recommending different number of key frames. It

can on average enhance the performance by about 16.9% and 11.3%

upon F1-score and NDCG respectively, as compared with VBPR,

which performs the best among all the methods. Paired t-tests on

8Our source codes are available at [anonymized website]
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5.4 Promotion of the Deep Architecture (RQ3)

In this section, we would like to test whether deep architecture

helps in our task. To do so, we evaluate the performance of our final

model CNRTV based on F1 and NDCG by changing the number

of non-linear layers. Note that when there is no non-linear layer,

we are actually evaluating the straightforward model as shown in

Figure 6(a). In this experiment, the dimensions of the non-linear

layers from down to top are set as {40, 20, 10, 5}, the number of

user/frame latent factors is fixed as 100. �e output of the top non-

linear layer is used to link LSTM. All the other parameters follow

the above se�ings. �e results are shown in Table 4, from which

we can see that, our model can reach its best performance when

there are two or three non-linear layers, and introducing more

non-linear layers does not gives positive effects. �ese observa-

tions indicate that deep models can be helpful for personalized key

frame recommendation, however, only a relatively small number of

non-linear layers are required to capture the complex relationship

among heterogeneous features.

Table 4: �e effect of deep architecture.

number of layers 0 1 2 3 4

F1@5 0.014 0.016 0.019 0.018 0.016

NDCG@5 0.063 0.065 0.068 0.066 0.064

F1@10 0.073 0.076 0.078 0.079 0.078

NDCG@10 0.093 0.096 0.098 0.099 0.097

F1@20 0.103 0.108 0.110 0.109 0.108

NDCG@20 0.123 0.129 0.131 0.130 0.131

“Zero State” of LSTM.When there are multiple non-linear layers,

an obvious problem is to decide which output should be selected

as the “Zero State” of LSTM. As a result, we further evaluate our

model by using the output of different layers as the “Zero State”

einit of LSTM. Note that init = 0 means directly linking the output

of element-wise multiplication layer to the LSTM (see the dashed

lines in Figure 6(b)). In this experiment, we use 3 non-linear layers

with the dimensions of {40, 20, 10}, and other parameters follow the

above se�ings. From the results on F1@20 and NDCG@20 shown

Table 5: �e effects of different LSTM “Zero State”.

init 0 1 2 3

F1@20 0.105 0.108 0.109 0.108

NDCG@20 0.124 0.129 0.131 0.130

in Table 5, we can see that it can lead to improved performance

when init = 1, 2 or 3, which manifests that introducing non-linear

operations is important to be�er adapt the user/frame latent factors

with the underlying motivations for generating time-sync com-

ments (meaning of the sentence is not very clear).

6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In the paper, we propose the problem of personalized key frame

recommendation for the first time. To do so, we propose to leverage

the rich time-sync comment information in video sharing websites,

and further design a novel framework that integrates the power of

model-based collaborative filtering and long-short term memory

network to model user commented key frames and time-sync com-

ments simultaneously. Experimental results on three key research

questions verified the effectiveness of our framework on different

aspects.

�is is a first step towards our goal in personalized key frame rec-

ommendation, and there is much room for further improvements.

For example, we can consider more multimode information (e.g.

audio features) to capture user preferences more comprehensively,

which may also give us inspiring insights on the nature of user

preference pa�erns on video key frames, and consider other non-

uniform sampling methods to train our model according to the

specific characteristics of different personalized key frame recom-

mendation tasks. In addition, the proposed collaborative neural

recommender based on visual and textual features is a general

framework, and it is a possible direction to extend this framework

into other tasks such as personalized product recommendation in

e-commerce.
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